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DRDO scientist gets award

Dr Narendra Singh (centre) and Seman Tiga (right) with
Union Minister for Agriculture Radha Mohan Singh
Dr Narendra Singh, a senior scientist and in-charge of the Defence Institute of High Altitude Research’s
(DIHAR), DRDO base laboratory in Chandigarh, has been conferred with the Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed Award
— 2017 for research in “Diversification in farming system in Ladakh for livelihood of tribal farmers as well as
ensuring food security to armed forces deployed in the region.”
The award was presented to him by the Union Minister for Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare, Radha
Mohan Singh, during a ceremony organised by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research in New Delhi.
The award carries a citation and a cash award of Rs1 lakh along with a grant of Rs1 lakh for undertaking
further study on the subject.
Dr Narendra Singh along with his team of Dr Dorjey Angchuk, Sarfaras and Suman Tiga from the
Defence Institute of High Altitude Research (DIHAR), a Defence research and development laboratory based
in Leh, have developed specific agro-technologies for high altitude cold desert regions of Ladakh.
These technologies are milestones for self-reliance and socio-economic up-lifting of tribal farmers of the
region.
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/chandigarh/drdo-scientist-gets-award/622874
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IAF LCA Tejas fighter testing more Israeli
weapons and missiles: Report
The DRDO is already equipping one squadron of LCA Tejas with Israeli missiles. The Israeli Rafael
Spice smart bombs which can use the GPS/INS Satellite/Inertial Navigation system to home in on targets are
also being tested, claimed IHLS.
Indian Air Force (IAF) is eyeing more Israeli weapons and missiles for its fighter jets including the
indigenous Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas. According to IHLS, an Israeli website specialising in news in
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the security and technology sphere, the IAF will test advanced Israeli-developed systems on Tejas to find out
their integration potential. IHLS claims that IAF will test air-to-air missiles and precise air-to-ground weapon
systems.
Tejas, IAF's first indigenous supersonic jet, had on April 27, 2018, test-fired the 118-kg Israeli Rafael IDerby air-to-air Beyond Visual Range (BVR) missile from the firing range off the Goa coast for the second
time after an exhaustive study of the missile separation characteristics and plume envelope. The first test of the
Derby missile by Tejas in RADAR guided mode had taken place on May 12, 2017, at the Interim Test Range
(ITR), Chandipur in Odisha. The missile launch was performed in Lock ON after Launch mode for a BVR
target in the look down mode and the target was destroyed.
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is already equipping one squadron of
LCA Tejas with Israeli missiles. The Israeli Rafael Spice smart bombs which can use GPS/INS
Satellite/Inertial Navigation system to home in on targets are also being tested, claimed IHLS.
Tejas, the four-plus generation combat aircraft, is on its way to achieving the Final Operational
Clearance (FOC) by successfully firing the Derby missile for the second time. The IAF will induct 324 Tejas
fighters to make up for the depleting number of squadron strength.
However, the IAF had made it clear to the DRDO that the next variant of the LCA - Tejas Mark II jets should be entirely “new fighters” with “better avionics, radars, enhanced weapons carrying capacity and
powerful engines”. The IAF had in July 2017 inducted the first squadron of Tejas with two planes joining the
force.
http://zeenews.india.com/india/iaf-lca-tejas-fighter-testing-more-israeli-weapons-and-missiles-report2125419.html
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Indian Bharat Dynamics to export
light weight Torpedoes for $14.3M
India’s state-run Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL) has bagged an export order worth $14.33 Million for
export of Light Weight Torpedoes to a friendly country.
The Company has achieved 65 percent of export target set for the financial year 2018 – 19.
The Naval Science & Technology Laboratory (NSTL) research unit in Visakhapatnam manufactures
export version of Light-weight Torpedoes (LWT-XP).
The LWT-XP is an electrically propelled, self-homing underwater weapon and it can be launched from
ship / helicopter. The torpedo is powered by a sea water activated battery.
BDL and Larsen and Toubro signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to export LWT-XP
models in March 2017.
NSTL is a leading research lab under the DRDO, which is supporting the Navy. NSTL torpedoes are
deployed in Indian Navy ships.
BDL also manufactures Heavy Weight Torpedoes (Varunastra), a ship launched, electrically propelled
underwater weapon. It is equipped with an automatic and remote controlled guidance system and uses its own
intelligence in tracing the target.
http://www.defenseworld.net/news/22986/Indian_Bharat_Dynamics_to_Export_Light_Weight_Torpedoe
s_for__14_3M
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India stands strong: dreary showcasing
of MoD’s achievements
The book ‘India Stands Strong’ released by the Ministry of Defence (MoD) in May 2018 showcases its
major achievements in diverse fields ranging from Defence Diplomacy to Women Empowerment, Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan, Green Initiative and the International Yoga Day. These subjects are important but cannot
form the basis of performance appraisal of the ministry whose primary, if not the only, objective is to ensure
optimum level of defence preparedness.
To be fair, the publication also gives a lot of information about defence reforms, acquisitions and
production, which have a direct bearing on defence preparedness, and showcases achievements of the Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and the Indian Coast Guard to boot. It fails to impress
though as the information is sketchy, especially in regard to defence reforms, acquisitions and production.
Defence Reforms
For as long as one can remember defence reforms have been all about abstruse issues like appointment of
the Chief of Defence staff, integration of the armed forces headquarters with the ministry, defence planning,
civil-military relations, and the like. But the achievements listed in the publication largely steer clear of all
these issues and, instead, talk about issues that can be considered to be a part of defence reforms only if one
construes ‘defence reforms’ in the widest possible sense as an all-encompassing term.
Barring a reference to the A&N Command, Defence Planning Committee and the Shekatkar Committee,
all other achievements listed in the publication are out of place in the context of hardcore defence reforms. At
best, this list of achievements serves as a useful index of the steps taken over the past four years to streamline
acquisitions and boost defence production. Even if all these steps are seen as a part of defence reforms, it
would have been more meaningful to indicate the outcomes of these steps for the real achievement can best be
measured only by looking at those outcomes.
What about the other ‘defence reforms’? Delegation of ‘comprehensive inter-Service disciplinary
powers’ to the A&N Command has been projected as a step to operationalise jointness. One wonders if inter services disciplinary powers are really the key to achieving jointness. It is really droll. As for the Defence
Planning Committee, it is too early to claim this as an achievement. Setting up of committees is not an
extraordinary step. A mention of what transpired in the first meeting of the committee held on 3 May 2018
would have lent some substance to the implicit claim that it is a path-breaking step taken by the government.
The ministry has missed an opportunity to educate the people about the Shekatkar Committee as the
publication only says that the prominent recommendations of the committee have been accepted and
restructuring/rightsizing of the armed forces is under progress. It bears recalling that the committee had
submitted its report in December 2016 and some of its recommendations were accepted only in March 2018.
An indication of how the restructuring and rightsizing are being achieved would have been a much better
manifestation of the ministry’s achievement than a mere statement that the major recommendations have been
accepted by the government.
Defence Acquisitions
The publication gives the service-wise and year-wise details of the 204 contracts signed in the last four
years for a total amount of Rs 2,47,987 crore. This works out to an average of 51 contracts for Rs 61,997 crore
every year. One cannot say if these figures indicate an improvement in the pace of contracting as these figures
have not been compared with the figures for the earlier years. Nor does the publication contain facts and
figures to show how the ‘Make in India’ initiative is shaping up in defence.
The publication lists out some ‘unprecedented steps taken to build sufficient stocks of ammunition’ but
the details are sketchy. It mentions that full powers have been delegated to the Service Headquarters (SHQ) to
procure ammunition and that deliveries have commenced against 100 contracts signed for Rs 25,000 crore
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which has resulted in substantial improvement in the stocking position. It also mentions that procurement
worth another Rs 25,000 crore is in the pipeline.
This projection is inconsistent with what the army conveyed to the standing committee on defence in
March 2018. Commenting on the inadequacy of allocation under the revenue segment of the budget which
caters for procurement of ammunition, the army representative told the committee that ‘allocation of
insufficient funds to meet the liabilities of routine maintenance, making up of deficiencies, emergency
procurements and 10 (I) procurements, will definitely have a negative effect’ and that it shall also affect the
serviceability of the equipment that the army is holding. [Forty first report of the Standing Committee on
Defence (16th Lok Sabha), para 1.4]
Defence Production
The publication shows that the value of production of the Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSUs)
and the Ordnance Factories under the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) rose from Rs 46,380 crore in 2014-15 to
Rs 58,759 crore in 2017-18. When seen in isolation, one cannot make out whether or not these figures indicate
improvement in the cumulative value of production but when juxtaposed with the figures for the preceding
four years these very figures conclusively establish a vast improvement in output.
The annual reports of the MoD for the relevant years show that the value of production of the OFB
actually fell from Rs 15,390 crore in 2010-11 to Rs 11,123 crore in 2013-14 whereas the value of production
of the DPSUs rose only marginally from Rs 32,395 crore to Rs 32,973 crore during the same period. The value
of production in the past four years indicates a vast improvement in the performance of the OFB and the
DPSUs. Unless this is the result of some accounting jugglery – though that does not appear to be the case – it
is facts like these that should have been showcased with greater effect. This is not the only achievement that
has been underplayed in the publication. One of the pictographs in the publication shows that direct import as
a percentage of the total value of production has come down from 29.07 per cent in 2014-15 to 23.50 per cent
in 2017-18. The use of ships to denote the horizontal line in the graph leaves it to one’s imagination whether
this percentage is related only to the defence shipyards or the total value of production by the public sector
units. In either case, it is an achievement that deserved better showcasing.
Measuring achievements
Bland statistics and statements about the steps taken to improve the systems and procedures are not a true
measure of achievement. The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Many of the achievements mentioned in the
publication do not carry conviction. A true measure of achievement is the outcome of efforts made by an
individual or an organisation. It is not enough to make general statements like the one that there has been a
substantial improvement in stocking of ammunition. The granular details of the shortage given in the 2015
report of Comptroller and Auditor General and reiterated in a later report of 2017 cannot be wished away by
mere claims of improvement in the situation. In the ultimate analysis it is specificity that pays.
http://bharatshakti.in/india-stands-strong-dreary-showcasing-of-mods-achievements/
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India, US push ahead with talks on making futuristic
weapons
India and the US have decided to push ahead with their discussions on joint development and production
of futuristic military systems, ahead of the first “two-plus-two” dialogue between Defence minister Nirmala
Sitharaman and foreign minister Sushma Swaraj with their American counterparts, Jim Mattis and Mike
Pompeo, to be held here in early-November. This emerged during the seventh meeting of the Defence
Technology and Trade Initiative (DTTI), co-chaired by Defence production secretary Ajay Kumar and his US
counterpart, undersecretary of Defence for acquisition and sustainment Ellen M Lord, here on Wednesday.
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The earlier projects proposed by the US under DTTI were quite modest in nature despite India looking
for “unique and transformative military technologies” to give its armed forces a decisive edge over its rivals.
Since then, the US has offered India a tri-lateral venture with Israel to develop futuristic infantry combat
vehicles, as also participation in its “future vertical-lift (FVL) aircraft” programme for five different
helicopters under the DTTI, as first reported by TOI. Lord, on her part, on Wednesday said Washington
expected the Defence relationship between the two countries to “be further strengthened” after the US
designated India a “Major Defence Partner”. “DTTI is an important forum leading to the two-plus-two
dialogue,” she said.
An Indian official said the different joint working groups established under the DTTI had made
considerable progress in their discussions. “On the land systems front and on projects under the DRDO, both
sides have identified projects where scope of coproduction/co-development of systems exists. “DTTI meeting
has great significance for Defence cooperation in trade and technology,” he added. Already among the top
arms suppliers to India with sales worth $15 billion over the last decade, the US remains eager to grab more
lucrative Defence deals and joint co-development projects in the lucrative Indian market.
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